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Chapter 4081: Barging into the ancestral shrine! 

On the other hand, Chen Xiaobei was led by LAN Shunyi to a special place in Blue Moon City. 

As the city was extremely large, there were mountains and seas in the city. 

It was a huge mountain, known as the holy mountain of Blue Moon City. It was a sacred place, and 

under normal circumstances, outsiders were not allowed to enter. 

Even around the mountain, there were elite soldiers of Blue Moon City patrolling. 

One could imagine how important this holy mountain was to Blue Moon City, and even had a special 

meaning. 

“Ancestor … Why did you bring us to the holy mountain? There’s no one on this mountain!” The Blue 

Dragon was confused. 

“No one?” 

LAN Shunyi’s face was also full of bewilderment, and he said, ”  I clearly felt the calling of the ancestor’s 

aura. Logically speaking, the LAN family’s ancestor should be on this mountain!  

Chen Xiaobei looked at the top of the mountain and asked, ” “What’s so special about this holy 

mountain? Why can’t outsiders get close? Why is there a need for such a heavy defense?” 

LAN long explained,”this Saint mountain is the place where the ancestor of my LAN clan broke through 

to the Saint King realm! According to the older generation, this holy mountain is the starting point of our 

LAN family’s dragon veins. Therefore, it’s very, very important!” 

“After that, the clansmen set up an ancestral shrine on the mountain to worship the memorial tablets of 

the LAN family’s ancestors. They hoped that with the help of the Dragon vein’s fate energy, they could 

bless the LAN family to have a long and everlasting life! The clan leader places great importance on it, so 

it’s heavily guarded all year round!” 

 I see …  Chen Xiaobei nodded.”However, other than the ancestral shrine’s memorial tablet, there must 

be something else related to the LAN family’s founder on this mountain. That’s why LAN Shunyi could 

sense the call!” 

“I don’t think so …” 

The Blue Dragon frowned.  as far as I know, the ancestor fell in an extremely distant place. His body has 

not been found to this day. His relics are all in the inheritance space. I’ve never heard of anything 

related to him in the ancestral shrine …  

“No matter what, let’s go up and take a look!” Chen Xiaobei made a quick decision. 

“Go … Go up?” “Barging into the ancestral shrine is a capital offense in Blue Moon City!” LAN long 

gulped. 
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“Let’s be careful. We won’t be discovered!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“It’s no use …” 

“There’s a restriction seal on the ancestral shrine’s door,” Blue Dragon said.”The patriarch will only open 

it personally during the ancestral worship every year! If an outsider tries to force the door open, the 

patriarch will immediately notice. At that time, all the Masters in the city will come out, and the 

situation will be out of control!” 

“Out of control?”  I don’t care if the governor and the elders don’t show up!  Chen Xiaobei said.  if they 

do, I’ll teach them a lesson!  

After that, Chen Xiaobei walked away. 

It was obvious that there were clues about Saint Pan’s dream in the LAN family’s ancestral temple, and 

Chen Xiaobei had to find out more. 

Furthermore, the LAN family’s higher-ups had made Chen Xiaobei very unhappy. Since they dared to 

come, he would teach them a lesson. 

“Heh, morality?” 

 I’ll be honest with you guys. I’m not an unreasonable person. I don’t want to cause trouble!  Chen 

Xiaobei smiled. The reason why I have to force my way in is because there is an unspeakable secret in 

the ancestral temple!” 

“Secret? What do you mean by that?” LAN long and LAN shun were both stunned, their faces full of 

confusion. 

“What kind of place is an ancestral shrine?” Chen Xiaobei asked. Shouldn’t they burn incense every day? 

Couldn’t he let his descendants pay their respects to him at any time? It was sealed off all year round! 

Heavily guarded! Don’t you have any suspicions?” 

 this …  Blue Dragon and blue shun were completely dumbfounded by Chen Xiaobei’s question. 

Indeed, a normal ancestral shrine would pay attention to the continuous incense and the frequent 

change of offerings. Even if it wasn’t the day to pay respects to the ancestors, the descendants who 

missed their ancestors could still go and pay their respects. 

However, the LAN family’s ancestral shrine only offered sacrifices to the ancestors once a year. Only the 

clan leader, LAN Yingtian, could open the door. 

This was too abnormal! 

 the LAN family has had this rule since ancient times. It’s our custom, so we can’t conclude that there’s a 

problem with the ancestral temple …  the Blue Dragon explained. 

“No! Our LAN family doesn’t have such a rule!”  no!  LAN Shunyi denied it on the spot.  since ancient 

times, the LAN family’s ancestral shrine has always been like what bro bei said. The clansmen can pay 

their respects to it at any time!  

 this …  the Blue Dragon was speechless. 



 

If it was something that had happened since ancient times, LAN Shunyi obviously had more say. 

After all, the LAN family originated from Pangu great world, and the Blue Dragon was well aware of their 

ancient traditions. 

This was enough to prove that everything was a lie from LAN Yingtian. 

He, LAN Yingtian, had the highest cultivation level and the longest lifespan. Those of the older 

generation who knew of the custom had all died, and the younger generation was not clear about it. 

Therefore, in the end, whatever he said would be the truth. 

Just like that, LAN Yitian turned the LAN family ancestral temple into a secret area that was similar to a 

forbidden area. 

There was a 10000% chance that there were unspeakable secrets inside! 

 if that’s the case, then I’ll support bro bei. Let’s go and find out!  Blue Dragon was a smart man. He 

trusted Chen Xiaobei and quickly made the right decision. 

LAN Shunyi naturally didn’t have any objections. He heavily nodded and said,  I’ll listen to bro bei!  

“Let’s go!” 

Chen Xiaobei then put the two of them into the Meru space. 

Then, Chen Xiaobei’s Dharmakaya left his body and turned into a purple mist. After putting his physical 

body back into the Meru space, he immediately started to head to the top of the mountain. 

Now, with the upgrade of the formless chaotic body, Chen Xiaobei’s Dharmakaya abilities had all 

reached the peak of true divine. 

No one below the Holy King level could see through Chen Xiaobei’s purple Qi Dharmakaya. 

Just like that, Chen Xiaobei easily passed through the patrolling guards and reached the ancestral shrine 

at the top of the mountain. 

The surroundings were covered in white snow. The huge ancestral shrine was like a White Castle made 

of ice and snow. It was sacred, noble, and pure, like a realm beyond the mortal world. 

Whoosh … Whoosh … Whoosh … 

Chen Xiaobei then released Blue Dragon, LAN Shunyi, and his own body. 

Chen Xiaobei would not be able to explain himself if he opened his mouth. He needed Blue Dragon and 

blue shun to be his witnesses. 

After his primordial spirit returned to his body, Chen Xiaobei’s eyes fell on the door of the ancestral 

temple.  “Both of you, buck up. I’m going to break the door by force! You have to open your eyes wide 

and see clearly what’s inside!” 

“Yes, sir!” LAN long and LAN Shunyi were on full alert, their eyes locked on the door. 

 whoosh … BOOM!!!  



 

Chen Xiaobei channeled his Saint Qi and threw out a dark fist print! 

The power of a peak three-star true Saint exploded and hit the door of the ancestral temple. 

Although there was a seal on the door, it was mainly used for warning purposes and did not have much 

defensive power. 

“Boom boom boom …” 

With a loud explosion, the door was directly blown to pieces. 
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Chapter 4082: A shocking scandal! 

The clan leader LAN Yitian would sense it as soon as the door was broken. With his cultivation, he could 

sense it in an instant. 

Of course, before he could get there, the secret he was hiding had already been revealed to Chen 

Xiaobei and the other two. They were so shocked that their scalps went numb. 

The ancestral shrine was filled with broken corpses and blood and flesh. It was like an Asura arena that 

made people shudder. 

However, this was not enough to make Chen Xiaobei’s scalp tingle. 

In the middle of the dismembered bodies, there was a young man. He was covered in blood and his 

body emitted a gloomy aura like a ghost. 

More importantly, he was holding a piece of a corpse in his hand and gnawing at it. 

As if he had lost his mind, he did not seem to notice the intrusion of Chen Xiaobei and the other two as 

he continued to gnaw on them. 

“Who … Who is this person? Why … Why is he gnawing on the corpse in the ancestral shrine!” LAN 

Shunyi sucked in a breath of cold air. His entire face was twisted, and a strong sense of disgust was 

completely unable to be suppressed. 

“Blue … Blue Spirit Flame! It’s the Blue Spirit Flame!” The Blue Dragon immediately cried out in alarm. 

“What?” 

Chen Xiaobei and LAN Shunyi were shocked. 

Never in their wildest dreams would they have thought that the young man who gnawed on the corpses 

of others like an evil spirit was actually the third son of the city Lord, the number one genius of the LAN 

family, and the one who had brought about the LAN family’s destruction, LAN Lingyan! 

What Chen Xiaobei and LAN Shunyi could not even imagine was the identity of those dismembered 

bodies! 

“He … He’s gnawing … The corpse of the former general LAN chenfeng! And … The other dismembered 

corpses on the ground … They’re all the ancestors of my LAN family …” 
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The Blue Dragon’s pupils shrank and his eyes trembled. His three views had already collapsed.”That’s 

the former great elder … And there’s an elder from the criminal law School … And an elder from the pill 

Palace … Oh my God! What the hell is LAN Lingyan doing?” 

The ones enshrined within the ancestral temple were all the core upper echelons of the LAN family clan 

for generations! 

Normally, all the members of the LAN family clan viewed this place as a sacred ground that could not be 

violated and sullied! Everyone that was worshipped here was respected, worshipped, and even believed 

in by the entire clan! 

At this moment, LAN Lingyan was actually gnawing on the corpse of his ancestor! 

How insane and inhumane was this! 

Seeing this scene, Blue Dragon felt like he was about to collapse! At the same time, he burst out with 

unprecedented anger! 

One had to know that the memorial tablet of the Blue Dragon’s grandfather was also enshrined here. 

The corpses of the people who were worshipped here were all kept in a Meru space, placed together 

with the memorial tablets. 

Under normal circumstances, no one would rashly touch the ancestor’s corpse. 

“Swish!” 

In a moment of desperation, Blue Dragon rushed over to check his grandfather’s memorial tablet. 

“Woof! Bang!” 

However, right at this moment, LAN Lingyan, who had been acting like a zombie all this while, suddenly 

leaped up and struck the Blue Dragon with his claw! 

Although LAN Lingyan had temporarily lost his human rationality, he was still like a wild beast with a 

strong sense of territory. He would instinctively protect his prey! 

If the Blue Dragon suddenly approached, it would naturally be attacked! 

“Pfft …” 

Blue Dragon spat out a mouthful of blood and was sent flying. 

 my God … That guy is too strong …  LAN Shunyi gasped, his pupils contracting to the size of a needle tip. 

The Blue Dragon was a three-star true sage! 

A casual swipe from LAN Lingyan’s claw had caused him to spit out a mouthful of blood and be severely 

injured. He had been defeated on the spot! 

From this, one could see how terrifying LAN Lingyan’s strength was! 

This was also because he was busy eating and did not use his full strength. Otherwise, Blue Dragon 

would not only be seriously injured, but his life would also be in danger! 



 

 a peak three-star true Saint is the same level as me. Among the younger generation, he’s not bad!  Chen 

Xiaobei looked at LAN Lingyan and saw through him. 

After all, Chen Xiaobei had fought with the number one genius of the Saint Duke, Luo Ming. 

Luo Ming’s strength was only at the early-stage three-star true sage realm. Compared to LAN Lingyan, 

he was far inferior. 

It was clear that LAN Lingyan was indeed a demonic genius! 

It was no wonder that he, LAN Lingyan, was able to kill white nine who had used her Dharma Treasure 

during the competition! 

“Little brat! You have good eyes, but unfortunately, you’re too brainless!” 

At this moment, an extremely dignified and deep voice came from behind. 

Everyone turned around and saw a tall figure. 

With an ice crystal Crown on his head and a Blue Royal robe on his body, he exuded an aura of might 

and power! 

That’s right! 

The man was the current clan head of the LAN family, LAN Lingyan’s father, LAN Yingtian! 

“What’s wrong? Are you here alone?” 

 that’s right! There’s such a secret hidden here. Of course, you won’t let anyone else see it!  Chen 

Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and smiled. 

It was obvious that LAN Yingtian had rushed over the moment the ancestral shrine’s door was broken. 

The reason he was late was because he had to prevent others from going up the mountain first, which 

was why he was delayed. 

“Heh, that makes sense!” 

 it’s true that we can’t let anyone see the secret of this place. So, the three of you can only die!  LAN 

Yitian laughed sinisterly. 

 clan leader … You … You …  LAN long kept spitting out blood and his eyes were filled with shock. He 

looked at LAN Yitian as if he was looking at a stranger. He never thought that this was the true face of 

the clan leader! 

 bro bei …  LAN Shunyi also became nervous.”This person’s cultivation is unfathomable … You must be 

careful …” He said. 

“Peak true sage! He might have other hidden cards!” Chen Xiaobei immediately saw through LAN 

Jingtian’s power. 

However, Chen Xiaobei was still calm and fearless. 

Chen Xiaobei’s combat power had skyrocketed. He was not afraid of anyone below the Holy King level. 



 

“Little brat! Since you’ve already seen through my strength, why don’t you immediately kneel down and 

obediently accept your death?” 

LAN Yingtian looked down at Chen Xiaobei with a domineering aura. 

It was as if he was the king of all things, and he could take Chen Xiaobei’s life with a single thought. 

Obviously, LAN Yitian had no idea about Chen Xiaobei’s strength. He thought that Chen Xiaobei was just 

a brainless brute who was courting death by barging into the ancestral shrine! 

That was why LAN Yingtian acted so domineering and did not take Chen Xiaobei and the others 

seriously. 

“Wu … Wuwu …” 

However, at this moment, LAN Lingyan let out a beast-like roar from within the ancestral shrine. His 

empty eyes were filled with intense hostility towards LAN Yitian. 

It was obvious that the beast-like LAN Lingyan had sensed LAN Yingtian’s power and instinctively felt a 

sense of danger. That was why he was so hostile. 

 I almost forgot, I still have to remind Ling Yan …  LAN Yitian looked at his beast-like son. With a thought, 

he circulated his secret technique and released a strand of Saint Origin Energy. 

“Eh? Huu …” 

Following that, LAN Lingyan regained his consciousness. His eyes glowed as he calmed down.”Greetings, 

father!” 

It was obvious that the reason why LAN Lingyan was gnawing on his ancestor’s corpse wasn’t because 

he had lost his mind. Instead, it was due to a special secret technique. 

After casting the spell, he returned to normal from the state of the beast demon. 

LAN Yingtian nodded and said indifferently, ” “Our secret has already been discovered by these three. 

You have to remember, after you kill them, just say that the three of them broke into the ancestral 

shrine and damaged the ancestor’s body!” 

“Understood!” 

An ominous glint flashed across LAN Lingyan’s eyes as he grinned hideously, ” “Father, don’t dirty your 

hands. Let me kill them!” 
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Chapter 4083: Invincible in the same level? 

 “Alright! I’ll let you deal with them! It’s a good time to test the effects of the corpse devouring heaven 

seizing curse!” 

LAN Yingtian squinted his eyes and had no intention of attacking. He said indifferently, ”  the young man 

standing in front is also a peak three-star true sage. Let me see your invincible combat power!  
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“The corpse devouring heaven seizing curse? Invincible in the same realm?” Chen Xiaobei and the other 

two were shocked. 

Corpse devouring! 

He could now be certain that LAN Lingyan wasn’t suffering from a mental disorder when he gnawed on 

his ancestor’s corpse. It wasn’t some kind of strange habit either. Instead, he was using the heretic curse 

to digest the corpse, thereby enhancing his own combat prowess and even allowing him to break 

through to the next realm! 

No wonder LAN Lingyan’s cultivation base had improved so quickly! No wonder he could easily crush his 

peers! 

It turned out that he had borrowed the power of this evil curse! 

It was undeniable that this heretic spell was very powerful. It had an extremely obvious effect on 

increasing one’s combat power extremely quickly. 

However, as a price, he had to devour his ancestor’s bones. This was really crazy and inhumane. It was 

simply an act of a beast. 

Anyone with a conscience would be ashamed of this. 

It had been a long time since LAN Yitian had sealed off the ancestral shrine. Perhaps LAN Lingyan was 

not the only one who had cultivated the corpse devouring heaven seizing curse. 

They hid in the ancestral shrine, devouring and digesting the corpses of their ancestors to increase their 

strength. 

Over the long years, it had devoured countless corpses! 

As the saying goes, the dead are the most important, and rest in peace is the most important! 

These LAN family’s ancestors couldn’t rest in peace even after they died, and were even devoured by 

their dismembered corpses! 

This was the greatest disrespect to the dead! In fact, it was an extreme blasphemy! It would be a serious 

injury to the family of the deceased! It was a huge humiliation! 

There was no doubt that once this matter spread, the entire LAN family would burst out with hysterical 

rage and hatred! 

The resentment of the people would drown LAN Yingtian and LAN Lingyan like a tsunami! 

The Blue Dragon was the best example! 

His grandfather’s corpse might have also suffered from LAN Lingyan’s attack. Before he could confirm it, 

the Blue Dragon had already exploded with extreme rage and was even willing to risk his life! 

It was precisely because of this that LAN Yingtian had specifically forbidden others from going up the 

mountain before he had arrived. He was afraid that the secret would be leaked. 

Even though he was the clan leader, he could not make an enemy out of the entire clan. 



 

So, LAN Yingtian had decided to kill Chen Xiaobei and the other two to silence them. Then, he would 

push all the blame of destroying the bodies onto them. 

“Father, don’t worry!” 

 after killing white nine, I’ve digested some of his body parts. My cultivation base is now infinitely close 

to that of a three-star true Saint. With the help of the Duotian Saint corpse Qi, I can definitely crush 

those of the same level!  LAN Lingyan grinned. 

“Whoosh …” 

As soon as LAN Lingyan finished speaking, a dark and gloomy corpse Qi began to emanate from his 

body! 

They turned into thick, dark clouds and covered the entire area. 

At the same time, there was a kind of evil and ferocious pressure, making people feel that he had 

opened the gate of hell, and countless evil corpses and ghosts would rush out like a world-destroying 

Army that could turn the world into a land of death! 

 what … What a terrifying aura …  LAN Shunyi’s cultivation was the lowest, and his mental state wasn’t 

too strong either. He was so shocked that his face turned pale, his heart stopped, and he almost fainted 

from suffocation. 

 it’s stronger … The Blue Spirit Flame has become even stronger … This energy fluctuation is at least 

thirty percent stronger than it was at the martial arts competition … It’s … It’s too terrifying …  the Blue 

Dragon’s aura was weak, and its pupils were constricting. It was as if it had seen a ghost. 

After all, it had not been long since the martial arts competition began, and a 30% increase in combat 

power was simply unbelievable. 

“Heh, that’s all there is to it!” Chen Xiaobei chuckled 

His strong state of mind allowed him to ignore LAN Lingyan’s corpse Qi, and his powerful strength filled 

him with the confidence to win. 

In terms of being invincible among his peers, Chen Xiaobei was not targeting anyone. All the people he 

had met so far were his stinky little brothers! 

“Little bastard! You still dare to speak so arrogantly when you’re about to die!” 

LAN Lingyan glared at Chen Xiaobei like a beast staring at its prey, ready to devour Chen Xiaobei alive! 

At this moment, LAN long and LAN Shunyi were shocked, terrified, and dejected. If not for Chen Xiaobei, 

they would have already broken down! 

Upon seeing this, LAN Yitian raised his chin and smiled smugly.  “Hehehe, my son is a top-tier genius 

with real talent! The potential of a Saint King was shocking! 100% invincibility among the same level! 

There’s no suspense in this battle!” 

“Ha.” 



 

 you’re all proud of being invincible among your peers! To me, this is just child’s play!  Chen Xiaobei 

laughed. 

“What!” LAN Lingyan and LAN Yingtian were taken aback and displeased. 

It was not easy to be invincible in the true sense of the word. It was not just them, but countless people 

were proud of this! 

However, even if they had a hundred million brains, they would never have thought that Chen Xiaobei 

was just a piece of cake! As long as Chen Xiaobei wanted to, he could fight opponents three levels higher 

than him! 

At this stage, Chen Xiaobei could only fight those of a higher cultivation level, which was something he 

could not do at the moment! 

Their pride of being invincible among their peers was nothing but a joke in Chen Xiaobei’s eyes! 

 twelve blood essence Holy rings!!!  

 go!  Chen Xiaobei shouted. 

 whoosh … BOOM!!!  

The blood-red vortex in front of Chen Xiaobei’s chest exploded like a thunderclap, shaking the world! 

 what … What’s that?!  

In an instant, LAN Yingtian and LAN Lingyan felt as if they had been struck by lightning. The loud noise 

and the blood-colored vortex shook their hearts. 

From the blood-colored vortex, a terrifying and powerful pressure was emitted. It was like an eternal 

Supreme true spirit, the progenitor of all living things in the world. With a thought, the world was 

created, all living things were born, enemies were destroyed, and chaos was created! 

LAN Yingtian and LAN Shunyi had never felt such pressure before! 

All of a sudden, the father and son felt like they were dust that was enveloped by a huge divine force. It 

was as if they could be turned into ashes with a snap of the fingers! 

Terrifying! 

It was incomparably terrifying! 

“Shua shua … Shua shua …” 

Then, from the Crimson vortex, the Crimson Dharma laksana of the twelve ancestors of sorcery rushed 

out! 

The 12 Dharma forms were like 12 demonic gods. They were arranged in a ring formation, like a huge 

blood-red halo floating behind Chen Xiaobei, covering the entire area! 

More importantly, any one of the 12 Dharma laksana of the ancestors of sorcery had the power to crush 

those of the same level by 10000 times! 



 

The 12 Dharma forms gathered and strengthened Chen Xiaobei’s body. This gave Chen Xiaobei 120000 

times more power than those of the same level. This kind of advantage was simply terrifying. He was 

truly invincible among those of the same level! 

“Foul air, disperse!” 

Chen Xiaobei waved his hand as if he was chasing away a mosquito. 

The next moment, everyone was shocked! 
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 “Whoosh …” 

All Chen Xiaobei did was wave his hand. 

However, on the other side, a hurricane that could reverse the heaven and earth and shake the universe 

suddenly broke out. 

It was as if an Army of thousands of horses and horses were wreaking havoc. The unparalleled power 

that erupted from it actually dissipated the heaven seizing Saint corpse Qi that LAN Lingyan had 

gathered. 

 how … How is this possible?!  

LAN Yingtian and LAN Lingyan’s world views crumbled upon seeing this. Their scalps turned numb and 

their eyes widened in disbelief. 

Who was LAN Lingyan? 

He was a top genius that only appeared once in a trillion years in the LAN family! He was the most 

outstanding son that LAN Yingtian was proud of! He was the son of tomorrow who had the potential to 

become a saint King! He was also known as an expert who was 100% invincible among his peers! 

However! 

At this very moment! 

Chen Xiaobei, who was also a peak three-star true Saint, simply waved his hand. It looked like he did not 

use much force, but it completely destroyed LAN Lingyan’s sky seizing Saint corpse Qi. 

Even a blind man could tell that Chen Xiaobei’s power was miles above LAN Lingyan’s. 

The two were not on the same level at all. 

Chen Xiaobei was 100% invincible among his peers. In comparison, LAN Lingyan was just an arrogant 

clown. 

“Damn it … What kind of monster is this kid? Why is he so powerful?” LAN Yingtian’s expression was 

already extremely unsightly. 

He had always been proud of his son. He was proud, proud, and looked down on everyone. 
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The current result was a slap to his face. 

“Father, don’t be impatient. I can still fight!” 

LAN Lingyan had also been slapped in the face. He had to regain his dignity. 

However, LAN Lingyan knew very well that in terms of strength, even ten thousand of him would not be 

a match for Chen Xiaobei. 

“Clang! Clang!” 

LAN Lingyan drew his saber and sword, one from the left and one from the right! 

In an instant, the Qi of swords and sabers crossed the sky, illuminating the ice-covered Saint mountain 

with two dazzling colors! 

The Blue Dragon immediately cried out in alarm and hurriedly said, ” “Bro bei, be careful! The cloud 

splitting sword was a middle-stage three-star Saint artifact! The fierce Gale saber was a late-stage three-

star Saint weapon! You must also take out your magic treasure, or your life will be in danger!” 

It was obvious that the Blue Dragon knew the Blue Spirit Flame very well and had issued a warning at 

the first moment. 

“You want me to take out my magic treasure? Ha …” 

Chen Xiaobei laughed again and said, ” “He’s not worthy!” 

What? 

As soon as he heard this, Blue Dragon was dumbfounded! 

In the current situation, it was obvious that LAN Lingyan no longer dared to compete in strength and had 

to use his magical treasure to assist him in battle! It was obvious that both of LAN Lingyan’s treasures 

were more powerful than Chen Xiaobei’s! It was obvious that the winner had been determined! 

However, Chen Xiaobei was not afraid at all. Instead, he even said that the blue spiritual flame was not 

worthy of his treasure! 

How frivolous was this! How overbearing! What arrogance! 

He didn’t take LAN Lingyan seriously at all. In fact, he didn’t even treat LAN Lingyan as a human! 

In Chen Xiaobei’s eyes, even if LAN Lingyan used his magical equipment, he was still a clown, not worth 

mentioning! 

“Little bastard! You’re too f * cking pretentious!” 

LAN Lingyan’s face contorted as he grimaced in pain. He felt as if he had been humiliated. 

“Since I’m not worthy of you taking out your treasure, then you can fight with your bare hands! I’d like 

to see just what right you have to say such crazy words!” 

In LAN Lingyan’s eyes, Chen Xiaobei was no longer frivolous. He was crazy. 



 

The cloud splitting sword was one small realm higher than Chen Xiaobei, and the Zephyr Blade was two 

small realms higher. 

Under such circumstances, if Chen Xiaobei did not take out his treasure, he would be no different from 

being on his own. 

Crazy! 

This was extreme, brainless madness! 

“Don’t worry! I said you’re not worthy! I’ll definitely keep my word!” Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, ” 

“Just attack me and take out your magic weapon, and I’ll admit defeat!” 

 I will definitely make you regret this!!!  LAN Lingyan gritted his teeth so hard that they were about to 

shatter. His eyes were so wide that they looked like they were about to pop out of their sockets. He 

looked even more ferocious than a demon. 

There was no doubt that he, LAN Lingyan, had always been a proud son of the heavens. He was the idol 

of his peers. 

The current situation was a great humiliation to LAN Lingyan. 

Who couldn’t endure it! 

He held the sword and blade in his hand, and at the same time, he activated his power. He was like a 

bull with red eyes, ready to kill Chen Xiaobei at any cost. 

However! 

Chen Xiaobei did not think much of LAN Lingyan. Instead, he turned to LAN Yitian and said provocatively, 

” “Your son is useless. Why don’t you just attack him directly?” 

“What!” 

LAN Yingtian was stunned at first, then he said viciously, ” “Little brat! You’ve got guts! I have to admit 

that you are extremely talented, even far better than my son! However, in the true Saint realm, no one 

had ever been able to fight a lower realm! You can’t possibly defeat my son!” 

 bro bei … You …  at the same time, Blue Dragon’s forehead was covered in sweat. 

He could not understand why Chen Xiaobei wanted to fight LAN Lingyan by eating his hand. Why would 

Chen Xiaobei want to challenge LAN Yitian? 

LAN long had the same thought as LAN Yingtian. Of course, he also had the same thought as most 

people. He thought that it was impossible to fight a lower level opponent within the Saint level. They 

could not imagine how Chen Xiaobei would be able to deal with LAN Lingyan. 

“Don’t worry! Bro bei will definitely win!” 

However, at this moment, LAN Shunyi’s face was calm, and his tone was extremely firm, as if he had 

already seen the result of the battle. 

 how … How is this possible?!  Blue Dragon was dumbfounded. 



 

His knowledge and experience could no longer support him to understand LAN Shunyi’s assertion. 

But Chen Xiaobei gave him the answer in the next second! 

“Saint pan, chaotic true spirit celestial body!” 

Chen Xiaobei shouted again. 

Chen Xiaobei summoned his Dharmakaya, and it emitted a holy light that made the sky and earth fade. 

“Sword shatter!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s practicing body released a ray of holy light of the sun, moon, and stars. 

Everyone was dumbfounded. 

 this … This … This … The power of the Holy Light has increased by another small realm. It’s 10000 times 

stronger than those of the same level!  

LAN Yingtian, LAN Lingyan, and LAN long felt as if they had been struck by lightning. Their bodies 

trembled, their scalps went numb, and their brains buzzed. They felt as if they would short-circuit at any 

moment. 

They would never have thought that once Saint Pan’s chaotic true spirit was summoned, Chen Xiaobei’s 

combat power would be raised by a small realm, reaching the same level as the cloud-splitting sword, a 

three-star true Saint intermediate stage. 

More importantly, with the 12 blood essence Holy bracelets, Chen Xiaobei’s Dharmakaya was 10000 

times more powerful than others of the same level. 

“BOOM!” 

With an explosive sound, the cloud splitting sword was shattered! 

“10000 techniques return to one!” 

However, Chen Xiaobei’s performance had only just begun.  “Saber shatter!” 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 
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 “Whoosh …” 

As Chen Xiaobei shouted, a huge blood-red swastika appeared, floating in the center of the twelve 

ancestral sorcerer circle. 

In that instant, Chen Xiaobei’s combat power soared again. 

“BOOM!” 

Without any suspense, the fierce wind saber shattered. 

“My God … What kind of strange power is this? That’s unbelievable!” 
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For a moment, LAN Yingtian and LAN long were both dumbfounded. Their three views had been 

shattered and they even began to doubt their lives. 

“Pfft …” 

On the other side, LAN Lingyan no longer had the chance to be shocked. 

With the two Natal Dharma Treasures shattered, LAN Lingyan’s primordial spirit was severely injured. 

The advantage of a life source magic weapon was that it could strengthen the master’s combat power. 

However, a Natal magic weapon was connected to its master’s life. Once the magic weapon was broken, 

the master would also be seriously injured and his life would be in danger. This was the biggest 

weakness of a Natal magic weapon. 

After spurting out a mouthful of blood, LAN Lingyan’s entire body seemed to have collapsed. His eyes 

rolled to the back of his head and he knelt on the ground. 

His breathing was weak and his consciousness was scattered. He didn’t even have the time to groan 

before he fell unconscious. 

 bro bei … You … You’re so strong …  

The Blue Dragon gulped and looked at Chen Xiaobei as if he was the creator of a miracle! 

There were only things that no one could think of, but nothing that Chen Xiaobei could not do! 

To the Blue Dragon, Chen Xiaobei’s bare-handed destruction of the Blue Spirit Flame, which was 

enhanced by two Natal Dharma Treasures, was a miracle in itself! 

“Little bastard! You dare to hurt my son! I’ll definitely make you wish you were dead!” 

Seeing that his son was on the verge of death, LAN Yuntian exploded with rage. His eyes were so furious 

that they were about to spit fire at Chen Xiaobei. 

His son used to be his greatest pride, and he was extremely proud of him. 

However, his pride and pride, along with his son, were crushed by Chen Xiaobei. 

It was easier than stepping on an ant. 

In order to help his son quickly improve his strength, he did not hesitate to betray his master, seal the 

ancestral shrine, and risk the world’s condemnation to devour the ancestor’s body! 

But in the end, all his years of planning, hard work, and effort were just a joke in front of Chen Xiaobei. 

They were not even worth a single blow! 

His son’s injury infuriated him, but what made him even more furious was this cruel ending. 

“Boom boom boom …” 

In an instant, a terrifying amount of Saint Origin Energy exploded from LAN Yitian’s body. 

The dazzling holy light enveloped the entire space, and even the huge Blue Moon City changed color. 



 

The changes on the holy mountain could be seen from every corner of the city. 

All of a sudden, everyone’s eyes in the city were focused on him. All kinds of speculations and 

discussions quickly spread. 

There was no doubt that the sin in the ancestral temple of the holy mountain could no longer be 

covered up. 

All the sins would be borne by the loser of this battle. 

If Chen Xiaobei was defeated, LAN Yingtian would definitely push all the blame onto the three of them. 

By then, even if Chen Xiaobei and the other two were dead, they would be whipped to vent their anger. 

However, Chen Xiaobei could not possibly lose to anyone below the Holy King level! 

“Dragon’s edge!” 

Chen Xiaobei exclaimed. 

The Black Dragon Ring on his finger immediately unraveled, turning into a finger-sized Black Dragon. 

“Whoosh …” 

Then, with a shake of her body, the little black Dragon directly transformed into the form of a black 

blade. 

The Dragon’s edge had reappeared! 

However, the demonic Dragon’s tribulation had already reached the peak of the true Saint realm. 

Furthermore, it had merged with the Taiji diagram. As long as it did not encounter any special 

existences, it would be invincible against anyone below the Saint King realm! 

 death of the Blue Moon!!!  

At the same time, LAN Yingtian suddenly launched an attack. 

He could tell that the black knife in Chen Xiaobei’s hand was not ordinary, and he used all his strength. 

“Boom boom boom …” 

The next moment, a huge Blue Moon appeared in the sky. 

It was like a scimitar that could split the sky, exuding a sharp and unparalleled aura. 

 bro bei, be careful!  LAN long shouted, ” that’s LAN Yitian’s ultimate move. It’s extremely lethal and can 

break a nine-star Saint weapon with one strike!!!  

“What!”  what? ” LAN shun was shocked when he heard that, ” that LAN Yue’s edge can … Can cut 

through a Nine Star Saint weapon?!  This … This is too terrifying!” 

LAN Yingtian was indeed worthy of being the stable clan leader of the LAN family. His strength was 

indeed extraordinary. 

If it was any other peak Saint weapon, even if it wasn’t cut in half by him, it would be suppressed. 



 

“You little brat! Do you think you can fight me just because you have a peak Saint weapon? You’re too 

naive!” 

LAN Yingtian was very confident in his own strength.”Don’t struggle anymore, just welcome your death! 

You have no chance of winning this battle!” 

“Hiss!” 

Chen Xiaobei did not want to waste any more time. He swung the black saber in his hand. 

The pitch-black blade didn’t make a metallic clang. Instead, it let out a Dragon’s Roar that shook the 

world. 

“Roar!” 

In the next moment, a jet-black saber Qi gushed out and pushed upwards, pointing directly at LAN 

Yitian. 

“Whoosh …” 

The moment the black blade Qi and the Blue Moon blade came into contact, a sudden change occurred. 

A huge Eight Trigrams Tai Chi pattern emerged from the top of the black saber Qi. 

“Bang!” 

With a terrifying explosion, the blue moonblade struck the Tai Chi Eight Trigrams. 

The tremendous force was blocked by the Taiji diagram like a clay ox entering the sea and dissolved into 

nothing. 

 how … How is this possible?!  

LAN Yingtian was once again stunned by the scene before him. 

The Blue Moon’s death was his ultimate move! If he went all out, he could even break a nine-star Saint 

weapon! 

However, the Blue Moon’s death couldn’t even break through the Taiji diagram Dharma form. It couldn’t 

even touch the black blade, let alone break it and suppress it. It was just a dream! 

“Roar!” 

However, LAN Yingtian’s shock had only just begun. 

The Tai Chi diagram dissolved the power of the Blue Moon’s death, and the black blade Qi that followed 

let out the roar of a dragon again. 

The black blade Qi that swept across the sky emitted an extremely powerful Saint Origin Energy. Then, it 

turned into a Black Dragon and pounced toward LAN Yitian. 

“This Saint Origin Energy is strange! That … That black blade wasn’t a magic treasure? It’s a great 

demon!” LAN Yingtian exclaimed. 



 

Just as he had said, what was pouncing at him was not a Dharma form made of energy. 

It was a real blackfiend Dragon! 

The Dragon’s edge was a saber! 

Even more demonic! 
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 “Woof!” 

Just a second ago, LAN Yitian was still in shock, but now, the black demon Dragon had swung out its 

sharp claws and swept them across his body. 

LAN Yingtian was a peak true Saint and had been through hundreds of battles. He released his protective 

Saint Qi in time to block the black demonic dragon’s claws and was not injured. 

However, this lightning-fast attack still made LAN Yingtian tremble with fear. 

 bro bei’s Dharma Treasure is so powerful …  Blue Dragon swallowed his saliva. He was in awe of Chen 

Xiaobei. 

He had seen some of Chen Xiaobei’s magical items before, but this was the first time he had seen the 

power of the Dragon’s edge. 

This once again showed how deep Chen Xiaobei’s Foundation was. 

Blue Dragon was certain that he would never know how many trump cards Chen Xiaobei had in his 

hands. He also did not know how much stronger Chen Xiaobei would be next. 

 bro bei has too many trump cards. LAN Yitian will definitely lose this battle!  LAN Shunyi’s lust was 

relatively calm. 

Although LAN Shunyi could not see through Chen Xiaobei’s abilities, he had already seen the tip of the 

iceberg in the Holy jail. He knew how powerful Chen Xiaobei was. 

” 

At the same time, the black demon Dragon was already engaged in a battle with LAN Yitian. 

One had to admit that LAN Yingtian was extremely powerful and had many trump cards. He had taken 

out three peak Saint weapons in total. 

Under normal circumstances, LAN Yingtian was a peak true Saint and with three peak Saint weapons, he 

could definitely defeat the black demon Dragon. 

However, at this moment, the combination of the demonic Dragon’s tribulation and the Taiji diagram 

had given him an extremely strong defense. 

Unless the opponent had an ultimate trump card like the Saint pan Dao devouring axe, no one could 

break the defense of the Taiji diagram even if they used all their strength. 
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Boom boom boom … Clang clang clang … 

Just like that, no matter how LAN Yingtian attacked with all his might, no matter how profound the three 

peak Saint weapons were, no matter how fancy they were, he couldn’t break through the defense. He 

was kept out of the Taiji diagram and couldn’t hurt the black demonic Dragon at all. 

Under such circumstances, the black demon Dragon did not need to defend at all. It could only attack 

with all its might. 

As a result, not only did LAN Yuntian not gain any advantage with the three peak Saint weapons, but he 

was also being suppressed by the black demon Dragon. 

“You little brat! You forced me to do this!” 

After dozens of rounds of fighting, LAN Yingtian roared angrily and took the initiative to retreat. 

This was because his Saint Origin Energy was almost exhausted. 

However, LAN Yingtian’s Saint origin power was four times faster than the Dragon’s edge when he had 

to attack himself and activate the three peak Saint weapons. 

Therefore, at this moment, the demonic Dragon’s tribulation was still in good condition, while LAN 

Yitian’s Saint Origin Energy had been used up and he couldn’t fight anymore. 

Although the final Victor had not been decided, it was already clear who was stronger. 

The demonic Dragon’s tribulation was clearly superior to LAN Yuntian’s, but it took a little longer. 

“You want to run? Stop dreaming!” 

The Dragon’s edge roared and was about to continue its attack! 

If the opponent’s Saint Origin Energy was exhausted, he would definitely win if he chased after them! 

“Dragon’s edge! Don’t chase!” 

 stop!  Chen Xiaobei shouted, stopping the Dragon’s edge from chasing him! 

“Bro bei, why aren’t you chasing?” 

 what’s wrong? ” asked the Dragon’s edge, who was a hundred percent loyal to Chen Xiaobei. 

“In the eight hundred States of the southern domain, the LAN clan can be considered a mid-tier power. 

They have a Saint King level trump card!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

 Holy … Holy King!?  The Dragon’s edge gasped. Luckily, Chen Xiaobei had stopped it, or else it would 

have been in deep trouble! 

“Little brat! At least you have some insight!” 

At the same time, LAN Yingtian, who had retreated a distance, stopped. He put away his magic treasure 

and began to circulate his technique. 

“Whoosh …” 



 

LAN Yingtian’s body emitted icy-Blue Saint light. At the same time, a mysterious spirituality spread out, 

as if he was communicating with something. 

“Bro bei! Quickly retreat! LAN Yingtian is activating the magical formation protecting Blue Moon City, 

the Blue Moon sacred ice soul-snatching formation!” 

As a native member of the LAN family, LAN long saw danger at the first moment. 

Just as Chen Xiaobei had expected, the LAN family had a Holy King-level trump card. 

“You still want to retreat? It’s too late!” 

LAN Yingtian roared in a near-deranged manner, ”  the formation has been activated. I’ll burn a huge 

amount of Saint Qi as the price. I won’t let you escape!  

Whoosh … Whoosh … Whoosh … 

Before his voice died away, blue light screens rose at an extremely fast speed around Blue Moon City. 

Like a huge protective shield, it enveloped the huge city. 

Just as LAN Yingtian had said, Chen Xiaobei could no longer escape. 

“Who said I wanted to retreat?” 

However, at this moment, Chen Xiaobei’s heart was not moved at all. He was even smiling. 

Indeed, Blue Dragon was the one who told them to retreat. Chen Xiaobei had never said that. 

 you’re not retreating!?  

LAN Yingtian’s expression changed drastically and he said in shock, ”  don’t tell me … You … You still have 

a Saint King level trump card!?  

 I don’t have any Saint King level trump cards …  Chen Xiaobei shrugged. 

In fact, Chen Xiaobei had two Saint King-level trump cards. One was the Saint Duke Emperor’s ring, and 

the other was the three-eyed Saint blade! 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei also had the energy equivalent to a Holy King’s Holy Meridian, which 

could activate one of his trump cards. 

However, these two trump cards could not break the situation. 

The three-eyed Saint Sword was a single-target attack. It could defeat LAN Yitian, but it could not block 

the power of the formation. 

The emperor’s ring could seal away the magic treasures and abilities, but it could not seal the formation. 

Chen Xiaobei had two trump cards in his hands, but he could not break out of this situation. 

“What? You’re not scared silly, are you? If you don’t have a trump card, why don’t you retreat? You 

must be tired of living!” 

LAN Yingtian’s face instantly turned ferocious. His killing intent exploded, causing the space to darken. 



 

“Bro bei … You must be joking, right? “If we really don’t have a Saint King level trump card, then we’ll be 

dead …” Blue Dragon and blue shun’s faces were pale, and their hearts were palpitating. They were so 

scared that they were about to fall sick. 

“I’m not joking!” 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, ” “However, even though I don’t have a Saint King level trump card, I 

do have the key to break out of this situation!” 

 what key?!  LAN long and LAN Shunyi were both surprised and happy, and asked with great curiosity. 

“Impossible!” 

LAN Yingtian denied it firmly and said, ” “Without a Saint King level trump card, how can you break out 

of this situation? Even a three-year-old child would not believe such stupid words!” 

“Heh, to be honest, I didn’t know how to break out of this situation either! However, I’m too familiar 

with the aura of this formation! Naturally, it made me think of the key to break out of this situation!” 

Chen Xiaobei smiled and took out an icy blue bracelet. 

This bracelet was like a storage bracelet. Other than its unique color, there was nothing else special 

about it. 

However, in that instant, LAN Yitian’s face turned the color of a pig’s liver. There was even an instinctive 

fear in his eyes, like a mouse seeing a cat. He was instantly terrified. 
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 “What is that thing? Why is LAN Yingtian’s expression so ugly?” LAN Shunyi’s face was full of surprise. 

His gaze fell on the ice-blue bangle, full of infinite curiosity. 

 that … That … That’s my clan’s clan protection treasure. It’s a one-star Saint King-ranked Holy ice 

heaven soul ring!  

The Blue Dragon had a look of sudden realization and explained, ”  this Saint Royal weapon used to 

belong to the young master, but it was taken away by an enemy in the spatial Rift. Later, bro bei 

defeated the enemy and took it back!  

That’s right! 

This icy blue bracelet-like magical treasure was the inheritance item that LAN mengchen had taken from 

the LAN family’s ancestral ruins! 

The Blue Dragon knew that Chen Xiaobei had this magical treasure, but he had never touched it before. 

So, he did not know that this magical treasure could be used to break the situation. 

Chen Xiaobei, on the other hand, had studied this magical treasure carefully after getting his hands on it. 

He was certain that the aura of this magical treasure was the same as the Holy King-level formation. 
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Furthermore, this magic treasure was the LAN clan’s first ancestor’s Supreme life treasure, and was even 

more so the LAN clan’s clan protection treasure! 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei concluded that as long as he had this magical item, he would be the master of 

the LAN family. This Holy King-level formation would not harm its master and would even obey its 

master! 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei used his spirit to communicate with the Holy ice heavenly soul bracelet and shut down the 

Holy King-level formation that LAN Yitian had activated! 

In fact, Chen Xiaobei did not want to waste the energy to activate the formation. Otherwise, he could 

have killed LAN Yitian with just a thought! 

“It’s over … It’s completely over …” 

LAN Yingtian was in complete despair as he wailed hysterically, ” “Why is LAN mengchen’s lost sacred ice 

heavenly soul bracelet with this kid? Why!” 

Obviously! 

When LAN Mengcheng first arrived, everyone, including LAN Yingtian, was afraid of the sacred ice 

heavenly soul ring. Thus, they respected her and gave her a high status. They even gave her a new 

inheritance! 

This was because with the sacred ice heavenly soul ring, he could control the strongest trump card of 

Blue Moon City, the “Blue Moon Holy ice soul capturing formation”! 

However, when they found out that LAN Mengcheng had lost her sacred ice heavenly soul bracelet, 

their attitude towards her changed drastically! He even wanted LAN Mengcheng to be his scapegoat so 

that he could regain his position as the young master! 

From this, one could see how important the Holy ice heavenly soul ring was! 

LAN Yingtian would never have thought that the Holy ice heavenly soul bracelet would be in Chen 

Xiaobei’s hands! 

LAN Yingtian had wanted to use the Blue Moon Holy ice soul-capturing formation to kill Chen Xiaobei 

but in the end, he had shot himself in the foot! 

“Dragon’s edge! Catch him and bring him over!” 

Chen Xiaobei ordered. 

The Dragon’s edge turned into a human-shaped shadow and rushed over. 

“Don’t … Don’t …” 

LAN Yingtian wailed in despair and wanted to escape. 

Unfortunately, his Saint Origin Energy was quickly exhausted. Before he could escape far, he was caught 

by the Dragon’s edge. 



 

“Bro bei, should we kill him?” 

The demonic Dragon’s tribulation transformed into its human form. It was a cold-looking man with 

deep, cold eyes and a murderous aura. 

 he’s dead for sure, but he has to die for a more valuable reason!  Chen Xiaobei grinned and activated 

the power of the Pangu chaos mark. 

“Whoosh …” 

The blood fountain of Hellfire gushed out and entered LAN Longtian’s body. 

The chaos mark was formed by five world marks. It had five cores, which were five Saint lotuses. 

Therefore, in addition to controlling all the laws of the beixuan great world, the chaos mark could also 

activate the special abilities of the five marks and the five Holy lotuses. 

The restrictions were the same. Each ability could only be activated once a day. 

This Hellfire blood fountain was the special ability of the netherworld Dao imprint with the red karmic 

fire Lotus as its core. 

Anyone below the Holy King level would have their primordial spirit under Chen Xiaobei’s control once 

the blood spring entered their body. Chen Xiaobei only needed to think about it and he would be able to 

kill the person. 

 you … You’ve controlled my primordial spirit!  

After all, LAN Yingtian was someone who had seen the world. He quickly discovered the abnormality in 

his body. 

“That’s right!” 

 from now on, I can destroy your primordial spirit with a single thought!  Chen Xiaobei said.  if you don’t 

want to die, you’ll have to obey my orders!  

“I …” 

LAN Yingtian’s face was filled with despair. 

Naturally, he was extremely unwilling to do so. 

However, he had no right to bargain, so he could only compromise.  “I’m willing to submit …” 

“Alright!” 

 what? ” Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and said, ” hand over your inventory first!  

“Yes …” 

LAN Yingtian felt as if his heart was bleeding, but he still reluctantly handed over the Meru space of his 

storage items. 

The three peak Saint weapons he had used earlier were all inside. 



 

In addition, there were also a large number of precious heavenly materials and earthly treasures, all of 

which were at least Saint-grade, and each of them was worth a city. 

There was still nearly a hundred million Saint origin crystals left. 

This was a huge amount. It was clear that LAN Yingtian’s family didn’t have a Treasury and all the wealth 

was gathered here. 

There were also a few miscellaneous items in the rest. They were not of high value and nothing special. 

The only thing that caught Chen Xiaobei’s attention was a blood-red ancient book. 

The corpse devouring heaven seizing curse! 

 I don’t know who made this kind of rubbish. It’s simply insane and devastate the world!  

Chen Xiaobei scoffed at this evil skill that deceived his master and ancestors. He did not even bother to 

look at it and put it away. 

However, at this moment, a glimmer of hope flashed across LAN Yingtian’s eyes. He said hurriedly, ” 

“Young master … Have you heard of the Holy corpse Emperor?” 

“I’ve never heard of it.” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“The corpse devouring heaven incantation was created by the Holy corpse Emperor! I’m his disciple in 

name!” 

 the enmity between us is not irreconcilable, ” LAN Yitian said.  if you let me go, I’ll definitely ask the 

sacred corpse Emperor to reward you handsomely!  

“Ha, what a joke. You’re just an in-name disciple. What right do you have to make that Emperor thank 

me? Why does he listen to you?” Chen Xiaobei’s face was full of disdain, but his heart was filled with 

vigilance. 

LAN Yingtian was a peak true sage! 

Moreover, he was considered a relatively strong existence among those of the same rank! 

However, he was only an in-name disciple of the Holy corpse Emperor, not even a disciple! 

From this, it could be seen that the Holy corpse Emperor was extremely powerful. He was definitely at 

the level of a Saint King, and he was probably at the middle stage of the Saint King realm! 

This kind of existence was extremely terrifying and Chen Xiaobei did not want to mess with them! 

“Young master! Please believe me! I’ll definitely have a way to make the Holy corpse Emperor reward 

you handsomely!” LAN Yingtian said. 

“I believe you?” “Unless I’m stupid!” Chen Xiaobei laughed. Oh no, it was sh * t! 

 this …  LAN Yitian was instantly speechless. 

 cut the crap!  Chen Xiaobei said coldly.  gather everyone up here and tell them the truth!  
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To make the truth public! 

This meant that LAN Yingtian and LAN Lingyan would be condemned by the LAN family for eternity! 

LAN Yingtian knew what the outcome would be, but he had no other choice. 

Following Chen Xiaobei’s orders, LAN Yuntian gathered all the higher-ups of the elder Council. 

At the same time, almost all the officials in the city, big and small. 

For a moment, the crowd flying in the air almost completely covered the sky. 

Following that, LAN Yingtian told him the truth. 

Without a doubt, everyone present erupted with extreme anger. Endless curses and curses, hatred and 

anger erupted like a volcano that could not be contained. 

Even those who were loyal to LAN Yitian were now standing against him. 

After all, LAN Yingtian and his son’s brutal behavior was too chilling. 

The more loyal a person was, the more intense their anger and hatred would be! 

They had worked so hard for LAN Yitian, but in the end, LAN Yitian had dug out their ancestral graves 

and devoured their ancestors ‘remains! 

Who could bear this? 

“Kill him … Kill this bastard father and son! Kill them all!” 

All of a sudden, everyone’s resentment was at an unprecedented height. They wanted to rush forward 

and tear LAN Yuntian and LAN Lingyan into pieces, burn their bones, and scatter their ashes. 

“Everyone, quiet down!” 

Chen Xiaobei raised the Holy ice heavenly soul bracelet high and said, ” “LAN Yingtian’s life is in my 

hands. I promise everyone that he won’t have a good end! But now, I have to spare his life!” 

“That … That’s … That’s the Holy ice heavenly soul ring! It’s my LAN family’s ancestor’s life Saint King 

weapon!” 

Soon, someone in the crowd recognized the Holy ice heavenly soul bracelet. At the same time, the way 

they looked at Chen Xiaobei changed. 

“Is this young man a Clansman of my LAN family? Why is the Holy ice heavenly soul bracelet in his 

hands?” 

“It doesn’t matter if he’s a member of my LAN clan or not! Since he had the sacred ice heavenly soul 

bracelet, he was the master of Blue Moon City! This is a rule established since ancient times!” 
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“Furthermore, this young man even helped us expose the secret behind LAN Yitian’s madness! It’s 

equivalent to taking revenge for us! We owe him a debt of gratitude!” 

“Greetings to the city Lord … Greetings to the city Lord …” 

On one hand, with the Holy ice heavenly soul bracelet, Chen Xiaobei could control the Blue Moon Holy 

ice soul-snatching formation, which meant that he could control the life and death of everyone in the 

city! 

On the other hand, Chen Xiaobei had destroyed LAN Yingtian’s scheme and captured him alive. They 

were indeed indebted to him. 

Most importantly, the LAN family’s ancestor had set a rule a long time ago that whoever controlled the 

sacred ice heavenly soul ring would be the master of Blue Moon City. 

That was why everyone was addressing Chen Xiaobei as ‘Governor’ instead of ‘clan leader’! 

Of course, the way he addressed her was not important! 

Most importantly, Chen Xiaobei had the absolute say in this matter. Everyone around him would listen 

to him! 

So, most of them agreed with Chen Xiaobei and decided not to kill LAN Yitian for now. 

However, there were still some people who were sincere and filial. They could not tolerate the 

destruction of their ancestor’s remains and were determined to take LAN Yitian’s life! 

“City Lord! LAN Yingtian and his son had committed heinous crimes! If he didn’t kill them today, it 

wouldn’t be enough to anger the people! Please don’t be soft-hearted and disappoint the people of the 

city!” 

While most of the people had submitted to Chen Xiaobei, there were still a large number of people who 

insisted on killing LAN Jingtian. 

It could be seen that LAN Yingtian and his son had really angered the masses. 

If this matter was not handled properly, Chen Xiaobei would definitely cause a lot of people to lose their 

support. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei had his own plans for keeping LAN Yitian. 

“Everyone! Don’t be impatient!” 

 when I entered the city, I already knew that the LAN family and the Bai family have become mortal 

enemies. They might even be destroyed. I spared LAN Jingtian and his son’s lives to resolve this disaster!  

Everyone was shocked by his words. 

“You … Can you really resolve this disaster?” 

“However, even if we want to resolve this disaster, we can’t let LAN Yingtian and his son Live! We will 

not accept this!” 



 

 you must give us a reasonable answer. Otherwise, our ancestors will not rest in peace, and we will not 

let this matter rest!  

Obviously, the crowd would not let go of their hatred just because of Chen Xiaobei’s words. 

“I promise everyone that within three days, I will resolve the hatred between the Bai family! He would 

also let LAN Yingtian and his son get the punishment they deserved! If you can’t do it, just come to me!” 

Chen Xiaobei looked calm, as if he had everything under control. 

“This …” 

When everyone heard this, they were first stunned. 

From the bottom of their hearts, they all hoped that LAN Yingtian and his son would die now. 

However, looking at the big picture, the disaster brought by the Bai family was imminent. If it was not 

resolved, there was a danger of extinction. 

Although they were filial to their ancestors, they also had wives and children. They couldn’t afford to 

have their families exterminated. 

So, after a brief hesitation, everyone decided to believe in Chen Xiaobei.  “We believe in you! Please 

don’t let us down!” 

“Don’t worry! I will definitely do what I say!” 

 alright!  Chen Xiaobei raised his brows.  everyone, go back to your own rooms. The elders will stay!  

“Yes, sir!” 

Then, the ordinary officials left. 

Everything that happened here would be spread to Blue Moon City through their mouths. 

Only a hundred elders of the LAN family were left at the scene. Of course, LAN mengchen was among 

them. 

LAN Mengcheng had seen Chen Xiaobei just now and was extremely excited. 

However, Chen Xiaobei was busy with his business, so she did not interrupt him. 

Just as she was about to fly to Chen Xiaobei, he shook his head at her. 

She held back and stopped in place. 

“Who has the highest official position here?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“This subordinate is LAN wushou, the Grand Elder of the elder Council! Greetings to the city Lord! If you 

have any orders, just say it, this subordinate will do his best to accomplish it!” 

LAN wushou walked out from the crowd with a face full of smiles. He bowed and knelt like an old 

eunuch. 



 

Chen Xiaobei knew that this old man was up to no good. He said, ”  as for the Bai clan, get in touch with 

them as soon as possible. I want to have a talk with them!  

“Don’t worry! I’ve already contacted the Bai family!” LAN wushou said. 

“Just now?” Chen Xiaobei was confused. 

“To be honest with you,” LAN wushou said with a proud smile. I’ve already thought of a plan to stop the 

war with the Bai family! Just now, I personally contacted the Bai clan’s clan leader, and he has already 

verbally agreed to accept my plan!” 

“Oh?” 

 what a surprise!  Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows.  I didn’t expect you to help me solve my problem 

before I even did anything!  

“City Lord is too kind!” LAN wushou’s smile grew wider, and he seemed a little proud. 

“Come on, tell me your plan and let me learn from it!” Chen Xiaobei said. 
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Learn, learn! 

LAN wushou was even more pleased with himself after hearing this. He raised his chin and was beaming 

with joy. His tail was almost raised to the sky. 

As the saying goes,”every Emperor changes his courtiers.” 

Now that LAN Yingtian had been crippled, the important ministers under him would definitely be 

reshuffled and removed from the center of power. 

The great elder, LAN wushou, had seized the opportunity to help Chen Xiaobei. This way, everyone else 

could be replaced, but LAN wushou, the great elder, could sit on the fishing boat. 

He was naturally extremely proud and happy. 

The crowd was envious of Chen Xiaobei’s performance. They hated themselves for not being able to 

help him. 

However, at the same time, only LAN Mengcheng’s expression was completely different. 

She was holding back her laughter. 

She tried her best to hold it in, afraid that she would laugh. 

She knew Chen Xiaobei too well. When Chen Xiaobei shook his head at her, she knew that he was going 

to deal with the people from the elder’s home. 

However, she did not expect Chen Xiaobei to play a trick on LAN wushou. 

Although she had not seen the results yet, all the grievances, humbleness, and depression in LAN 

Mengcheng’s heart had been swept away. She knew that Chen Xiaobei would not let her down. 
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Those who had bullied her would not be able to feel at ease. 

Of course, LAN Mengcheng was still very surprised when she thought of this. 

In the beginning, she was worried that Chen Xiaobei would have a conflict with the LAN family. So, she 

acted very submissively and almost became a scapegoat. 

He did not expect Chen Xiaobei to be so powerful. He had just arrived in the city, and he had already 

caused such a huge commotion. He had even taken over the position of Governor. 

This surprised LAN Mengcheng. She could not imagine how strong Chen Xiaobei was. 

As expected of the man she loved, he was always so outstanding and extraordinary! 

“Reporting to the city Lord!” 

“My plan is to make the LAN clan submit to the Bai clan. At the same time, I’ll hand over that useless 

young master to die in LAN Lingyan’s place!” LAN wushou said proudly. This way, we can minimize our 

losses!” 

After saying that, LAN wushou raised his chin proudly. 

He looked as if he was asking Chen Xiaobei if he was smart. Aren’t you going to praise me? 

Initially, Chen Xiaobei only wanted to teach them a lesson because of the elders Guild’s negligence. 

He had not expected LAN wushou to come up with such a plan. 

Without a doubt, this had triggered Chen Xiaobei. 

However, LAN wushou was so pleased with himself that he did not notice Chen Xiaobei’s expression. 

The idiot even pointed at LAN and said in disdain, ” “City Lord, please take a look. I’m talking about this 

trash! Her cultivation realm can’t be improved anymore, so she’s the perfect scapegoat … Argh!” 

“Pa!!!” 

However, before LAN wushou could finish, Chen Xiaobei slapped him across the face. 

LAN wushou let out a blood-curdling screech and was sent flying. Half of his face was swollen, revealing 

a bright red palm print. 

“Ugh … Pfft …” 

LAN wushou fell heavily to the ground and spat out a mouthful of blood. He felt as if his head was going 

to explode. He was in so much pain that he felt dizzy and his head was shaking. 

 what … What is this for?!  

Seeing this, the other elders were all dumbfounded. 

Just a moment ago, they were envious of LAN wushou. 

At this moment, many people couldn’t help but touch their own cheeks when they saw LAN wushou’s 

miserable appearance. 



 

That slap hurt just by looking at it! 

“Pfft …” 

LAN could not hold it in any longer and burst out laughing. 

Her beautiful face revealed a bright smile. She was indescribably beautiful. 

“You … You trash, what are you laughing at! I’ll kill you!” 

LAN wushou did not dare to get angry at Chen Xiaobei, so he could only vent his anger on LAN 

mengchen. 

“Idiot! You’re on the verge of death, yet you still don’t know what mistake you’ve made!” 

Chen Xiaobei turned the Dragon’s edge into a black blade. 

“Swish!” 

The demonic Dragon’s edge unleashed the power of a pinnacle true Saint and pierced through LAN 

wushou’s sea of Qi dantian. 

“Uh …” 

LAN wushou let out a blood-curdling screech and vomited out a large amount of blood. His face was 

deathly pale, and he looked like he was on the verge of death. 

The power of the blade was far beyond what LAN wushou could bear. It directly destroyed his 

cultivation and seriously injured his primordial spirit, making it impossible for his primordial spirit to 

leave his body. He had to suffer the torture of pain every second. 

“My God … This … What is going on?” 

The crowd was even more confused. They could not understand why Chen Xiaobei would do such a 

thing to LAN wushou. 

 city Lord … You … Why are you doing this to me … Why …  

LAN wushou was sprawled on the ground like a pile of mud, his face full of astonishment and shock. 

“You’re really hopelessly stupid!” 

Chen Xiaobei said, ”  let me give you a hint. My name is Chen Xiaobei!  

 Chen … Chen Xiaobei?!  

LAN wushou was not the only one who was shocked by his words. 

Of course, they had heard of Chen Xiaobei. 

Just now, Blue Dragon entered the Council of Elders and reported that LAN Mengcheng’s friend, Chen 

Xiaobei, had come to visit. 

At that time, LAN wushou had only told him to wait and sent LAN long away. 



 

All the elders were mocking Chen Xiaobei, trying to humiliate LAN Mengcheng. 

And at this moment! 

She heard Chen Xiaobei’s name. 

Everyone finally understood the reason for the whole incident. 

LAN Mengcheng was Chen Xiaobei’s man! 

If LAN wushou wanted LAN mengchen dead, how could Chen Xiaobei let him live? 

Of course, at this moment, no one cared about LAN wushou anymore. After all, they had treated Chen 

Xiaobei badly and bullied LAN Mengcheng more than once. If LAN Mengcheng told Chen Xiaobei, none 

of them would have a good ending. 

“Bang Bang Bang … Bang Bang Bang …” 

All of a sudden, nearly a hundred LAN family elders all knelt on the ground and kowtowed desperately 

for mercy. 

 city Lord, please forgive us … It’s all our fault for being blind and treating city Lord so slowly … Please 

forgive us …  

The crowd kowtowed and begged, as humble as a group of pugs. 

“It seems that you’ve done a lot of bad things!” 

Chen Xiaobei looked at LAN Mengcheng and said, ” “Mengchen! Did they ever bully you? Point them out 

one by one, and I’ll make them pay back ten thousand times! Or rather, they’ve all bullied you before, 

and I won’t let any of them off!” 

Everyone’s hearts turned cold. 

Chen Xiaobei and LAN wushou, who was lying on the ground, were the perfect examples for them! 

However, LAN Mengcheng did not make a decision immediately. She hesitated. 
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After a moment of silence. 

 let’s forget about what happened in the past. Let’s see how they perform in the future.  LAN 

Mengcheng finally made her decision. 

“Are you sure?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“I’m sure!” LAN answered with certainty. 

Obviously, LAN Mengcheng was not a naive little girl. She was very smart and had the bearing of a 

leader. 
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The reason why she let these people go was obviously in consideration of the stability of Blue Moon 

City. 

One had to know that these nearly one hundred elders were all the core upper echelons of Blue Moon 

City. If they were all crippled, it would be equivalent to cutting off the brain of Blue Moon City. 

In this way, Blue Moon City would definitely fall into chaos and would not be able to recover in a short 

period of time. 

With the enemy in front of them, LAN Mengcheng did not want to have such a fatal internal conflict. 

Chen Xiaobei was smart enough to know what LAN Mengcheng was thinking. He looked at the crowd 

and said, ”  mengchen spared your lives. You should know what to do from now on, right? ” 

 thank you, young master … Thank you, young master … We will be loyal to you from now on and serve 

you. If we have any disloyal thoughts, we will die a horrible death and never be reincarnated …  

As if they had been granted Amnesty, everyone turned to LAN Mengcheng, thanking her profusely and 

expressing their loyalty. 

There was no doubt that after today’s incident, all the elders present had been completely subdued. As 

long as Chen Xiaobei was here, they would not dare to play any tricks. 

As long as they were obedient, they would naturally be able to rule Blue Moon City in a stable and 

United manner. 

This was the result LAN Mengcheng wanted. 

Taking a step back, LAN Mengcheng could not deny that these elders were related to her by blood. If it 

was not unforgivable, LAN Mengcheng would not have killed them. 

“What’s with the young master?” 

 that’s right!  Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows.  from today onwards, Mengcheng will be your clan 

leader and Governor!  

After that, Chen Xiaobei handed the Holy ice heavenly soul bracelet to LAN Mengcheng. 

“This …” 

LAN Mengcheng held the sacred ice heavenly soul bracelet in her hands and was at a loss. 

LAN Mengcheng’s plan was for Chen Xiaobei to be the governor while she assisted him. 

He did not expect Chen Xiaobei to return the Holy ice heavenly soul bracelet. 

 don’t worry!  Chen Xiaobei said.  keep this talisman well. Maybe you’ll be able to turn things around!  

 I understand now …  LAN Mengcheng suddenly realized. 

She had been working very hard but she just could not digest the power of the inheritance. Perhaps 

Chen Xiaobei had really seen through her. 

With that in mind, LAN Mengcheng kept her sacred ice heavenly soul ring. 



 

According to the rules set by the LAN family’s founder, LAN mengchen would be the new city Lord. At 

the same time, as a member of the LAN family, she could also hold the position of clan leader. 

 greetings, clan leader … Greetings, clan leader …  

How could the surrounding elders dare to be the slightest bit slow? They all knelt on the ground and 

bowed to LAN mengchen. 

“I’ll recommend you a great elder!” 

Chen Xiaobei pointed at the heavily injured Blue Dragon and said, ”  his name is Blue Dragon, a friend 

you can trust. He is very familiar with Blue Moon City, and will definitely be able to help you!  

“Alright!”  yes!  LAN Mengcheng agreed decisively. 

“Greetings, great elder … Greetings, great elder …” 

Chen Xiaobei’s words were like an imperial edict. Everyone immediately turned around and bowed 

down to the Blue Dragon. 

“Bro bei …” 

The Blue Dragon was stunned and immediately felt overwhelmed by the unexpected favor. 

At this moment, he felt extremely lucky! He was glad that he had truly befriended Chen Xiaobei! He was 

glad that he had followed the right person! 

If not for Chen Xiaobei, Blue Dragon would never have been able to reach such heights! 

 congratulations …  on the side, LAN Shunyi cupped his hands toward Blue Dragon. 

Chen Xiaobei looked at LAN Shunyi and said, ”  after you’ve completed my mission, you can decide on 

your own. You can either continue to follow me or stay here and be the second elder!  

“Yes, sir!” LAN shun was overjoyed. 

“Greetings, second elder … Greetings, second elder …” 

The surrounding elders hurriedly turned to LAN Shunyi and similarly prostrated. 

Without a doubt, Chen Xiaobei was a nightmare to these elders. 

As long as it was Chen Xiaobei’s people, they would not dare to slight them. Even if Chen Xiaobei 

appointed a dog as an elder, they would still worship it like a god. 

“Swish!” 

Then, Chen Xiaobei took LAN wushou’s storage space into his palm. 

There were two mid to late-stage Saint weapons, ten million Saint origin crystals, and a few other things. 

They were basically recycled goods. 

“Swish!” 



 

Chen Xiaobei released another stream of Saint Vital Qi and removed LAN wushou’s communication rune 

from his body. 

Chen Xiaobei then used LAN wushou’s communication rune to contact Blizzard city’s Governor, Bai 

wangu. 

LAN wushou (Chen Xiaobei) said,”there’s a change in the peace negotiation plan!” 

Bai Wan Gu thought,”we’ve just decided on this, and now we’re changing our minds?” Are you playing 

with me? 

LAN wushou (Chen Xiaobei): ” didn’t you notice the change in Blue Moon City? ” 

Bai wangu thought,”I’ve noticed it!” Since LAN Yingtian had activated the city’s defensive formation, he 

must have encountered a powerful opponent. 

LAN wushou (Chen Xiaobei), he met me! 

“You?” Bai Wan Gu asked. Aren’t you LAN wushou? 

LAN wushou (Chen Xiaobei): ” let me introduce myself. My name is Chen Xiaobei!  I’ve already defeated 

LAN Yingtian! 

“Chen Xiaobei?” Bai Wan Gu asked. Never heard of it! 

LAN wushou (Chen Xiaobei): ” it’s okay if you’ve never heard of it. You just need to know that I’m in 

charge of Blue Moon City now!  

Bai Wan Gu thought,”what an arrogant guy!” However, since you were able to defeat LAN Yitian, you do 

have the capital to be arrogant! 

LAN wushou (Chen Xiaobei): Are you interested in hearing my proposal for peace? Or are you prepared 

to fight me? 

Bai Wan Gu: ” let’s talk about your plan first!  

LAN wushou (Chen Xiaobei): ” first, Blue Moon City will not submit to you!  Second, the Blue Moon City 

would not hand over LAN Mengcheng! 

Bai Wan Gu,”this is your plan?” Just wait for the battle to start! 

LAN wushou (Chen Xiaobei): I’m not done yet! A life for a life, it was natural and right! I’ll hand LAN 

Lingyan over. At the same time, I’ll hand over the former city Lord, LAN Yingtian, and the former Grand 

Elder, LAN wushou, to you! 

Bai Wan Gu thought,”this …” 

LAN wushou (Chen Xiaobei): ” three lives in exchange for your son’s life. You should swallow your anger!  

Bai Wan Gu thought,”what if I can’t swallow it?” 

LAN wushou (Chen Xiaobei): ” heh! I’ve already handed the murderer over to you. If you still insist on 

doing this, then you’re in the wrong!  All the cities in Liangzhou will accuse you of bullying others! 



 

Bai wangu thought to himself,”heh, the Bai clan is the number one faction in the Liang Province. Why 

should we fear the public’s condemnation?” 

LAN wushou (Chen Xiaobei), you’re not afraid? Heh, if you’re not afraid, you would have swept across 

the entire Liangzhou! Why would he wait until his son died before sending the Army? 

Bai Wan Gu thought,”this …” 

LAN wushou (Chen Xiaobei)-we’re all smart people! Although your Bai clan is strong, it’s hard for a 

ferocious Tiger to fight a pack of wolves!  once the public is enraged, the cities of Liang Province will join 

forces and the Bai family will be annihilated! 


